
 
 

2017 Covrex pool cover installation - scope of works. 
 
 
Description: 
 
1st fix (when pool is empty but fully tiled and waterproofed) to include all associated items for the 
pool cover to include drilling, fixing and sealing of wall brackets for pool cover.  
Where applicable, Fairlocks will also install all stainless steel structure framework systems for 
either pool wall cave, pool bottom pit options or a GRP pool bottom bench, along all with 
associated fixings. 
 
For cover systems concealed in a letterbox pit, cave or in the pool bottom, a suitable 20mm conduit 
will be required (with draw wire) which should be run from the central axle position on the side wall 
of the pit to a deck/joint box (drawing available upon request). This should be within 5m of the axle 
position as the in roller motor comes with a standard 5m cable (longer cable available at an extra 
cost).   
 
For ‘above ground systems’ the cables should be below ground next to the pool at a position 
agreed by Fairlocks and the slabs/copings must be fully pointed and cured/set as we will be drilling 
and fixing into these and the area beneath which needs to be solid. NOTE: above ground 
installations only allow for one visit (unless otherwise agreed in advance). 
The pool water level must be at normal working level. 
 
Wherever possible we request that the cover control panel be fixed to the wall in the plantroom and 
that all associated cables are made off into the control panel, including a 240 volt mains supply 
which should be via a 13amp switched fused spur or socket. 
Please see the attached sheet for the cable/electrical requirements. 
The final electrical connections will be carried out by Fairlocks during the 2nd fix installation. 
 
We strongly suggest/recommend that a representative from the pool company be on site during the 
1st fix installation to go through any site requirements/rules, identify the location of pool cover and 
components, where applicable, make introduction to the site foreman and/or client. 
 
The pool must be filled to normal working level prior to the 2nd fix installation/floating of cover slats. 
At which point we will also program the handheld remote control, calibrate and test the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Delivery. 
 
For covers up to 5m wide, the system will arrive (at a prearranged time and date) on a Fairlocks 
vehicle and our driver will assist with unloading of the slats and system. 
 
All covers over 5m wide will be delivered by third party companies and we cannot guarantee the 
driver will help to unload (although in most cases they will).   
If a forklift or similar plant is not available, the pallet will have to be broken down and the 
component’s removed individually. If representatives from Fairlocks are present at the time of 
delivery they will assist with the unloading.  
In this case all packaging must be removed from the delivery vehicle and should be disposed of 
on-site (unless otherwise arranged in advance in exceptional circumstances). 

 
Any relevant travel/location information, including parking restrictions would be helpful. 
 
The following are excluded from Fairlocks supply: 
 
All interconnecting cables between plant room and pool cover location. 
Cable glands for main control panel and junction boxes. 
Deck box or IP rated junction box. 
Mains connection to Covrex pool control panel (13amp plant room located). 
Installation of key switch cables. 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


